Tuesday, October 29, 2013
10:23

alispivak
and the rest of the zone content can be prioritized, but won't block launch
FredB: great
anyone else have thoughts on localization?
we've got a bug for verbatim opened and put on the launch blocker list
Any other feedback/concerns on the launch??
or redesign, or process, or communications....
10:28

stormy
I would encourage us to continue to see if we can cut blocking bugs from the list.
This is an iterative process and we release often, so bugs will be continuously fixed after
release.
10:28

alispivak
stormy: agreed.
ok, we can wrap up unless anyone wants to add more to the discussion
next steps:
1. review the changes to the layout to fix a number of bugs
I'll announce when it is available for review and we will discuss in the next meeting
2. Follow up on verbatim / localization of content
3. continue to look for style issues in the content / site, file bugs
4. look for ways we can remove some of the blocker bugs; if they can wait until a bit
after the launch we should move them out of the blocker list
questions?
Anything missing from this list?
10:35

stormy
how will #4 explicitly happen?
10:36

alispivak
I'm going to circle back with the bug filers and discuss, also on the mdn-drivers list
to see if we can make some hard decisions
10:36

jms
So, if I have a layout bug, should I wait for the layout changes to see if it's already been
fixed?
10:36

alispivak
jms: go ahead and file it, so we can make sure to track it
10:37

teoli
jms: yes, and check if it goes well when the new layout lands, or not.
jms: make it blocking 910513 (which are bugs to be triaged)

firebot: bug 910513
10:37

firebot
Bug https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/show_bug.cgi?id=910513 nor, --, ---, nobody, NEW,
Redesign: Proposed blockers
10:38

alispivak
great! thanks for joining today everyone - please feel free to carry on the discussion
here or via email
10:38

mars
alispivak, stormy, what about issues that don't have a bug that might block the
release? content? a11y audit? acceptance test suite rewrite by the web QA team?
10:38

alispivak
should have bugs
10:39

stormy
do all of the developer program things have bugs too? i.e. adding links to
StackOverflow, newsletter stuff, etc?
10:39

alispivak
we're opening a bunch of content bugs so we can track them that way (as well as the
burndown rate for content bugs)
10:39

mars
alispivak, cool
10:39

alispivak
stormy: i know that some of them do
such as single sign on
not sure about all of them having bugs
10:40

mars
I can help fill in any gaps
10:41

stormy
sent a mail to Robert and Mark and included you mars
thanks	
  

